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Half the budget year has passed as we re�ect on a pretty positive business 
end to 2014, what I hope was a pleasant, enjoyable festive season with 
family, friends and loved ones and an encouraging beginning to 2015.

The ATFA family is a strong unit, as an association and as a group of 
proud, committed and highly quali�ed crafts men and women with a focus 
on sector education and training for the betterment of the industry.

An objective of your Board is to continue growth, continue to deliver 
the quality member products and services, offerings which have indeed 
been requested by members through the ATFA feedback channels.

Such a feedback channel is our member survey which has provided 
your Board with some positive feedback which is very pleasing and 
some not so pleasing feedback which provides opportunities for 
continuous improvement in your association member offering.

In analysing the member survey it was very pleasing to view an extremely 
high satisfaction rate in the delivering of member products and services.

For your association to maintain growth it is important that we have 
active participation in the association activities from all sectors, I call on 
all members to be active, provide continuing feedback to your Board 
so as an association we grow strong together as the ATFA family.

In closing my report I would like to thank members who have made 
contact with fellow members just to say “hi, how you doing?” 

Personally, I have had a number of these calls and they really 
do add to our family culture, strength and wellbeing.

Be well, stay healthy, keep busy.

John Hollis, President
Australian Timber Flooring Association 

Timber Floors may not be produced in whole or part 
without the written consent of the publisher. Views 
expressed within this publication are not necessarily 
the opinions of the editors or publisher. Whilst all e�orts 
are made to ensure the accuracy and truthfulness of 
stories included in this issue, the writers, editors and 
publisher cannot be held responsible for inaccurate 
information supplied for publication. Timber Floors also 
holds no responsibility for any advertisements printed 
in this magazine that may be deemed inaccurate.

Publisher
Australian Timber Flooring Association
11 Oleander Ave Shelly Beach QLD 4551
ph 1300 361 693 | fax 1300 361 793
atfa.com.au | ABN 16 524 524 226
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CEO Update

The significance and benefits for 
members are now considerable, we 
continue to work on the overall profile 
and awareness of ATFA, however, 
with 3000 visitors to our website 
each month, we can safely say we 
are well on our way. Who would have 
believed 10 years ago we would now 
have 600 members, not to mention 
the massive folio of technical, 
administrative and environmental 
resources now available to members 
and consumers. ATFA’s training is 
highly regarded and the events are 
always entertaining and educative 
and many social events to take the 
edge of work for just a short while!

To the members who 
have been with us since 
the first year – thank you! 
A new initiative will be to 
provide 10 year members 
with a logo to include on 
their website, emails and 
on the ATFA website we 
will be providing five year 
served members with 
a logo signifying their 
length of membership.
To the Foundation and Patron 
members who help make ATFA 
possible with both their financial 
contribution and support of 
events, training and publications, 
our enormous thanks to you as 

well – the five and 10 year logos 
will also be available to you.

The association over this period has 
been blessed with a number of caring 
and passionate members willing to 
give up their time and own expenses 
to support the association by sitting 
on the Board of ATFA as Directors, our 
particular thanks to Robert Clague 
(ATFA’s inaugural President), Paul Kiely 
(the Immediate Past President) and our 
current President John Hollis, who have 
gone far beyond normal contribution 
to give their time as Presidents of 
the association over this period.

Then to my sta¤, who work particularly 
hard, far beyond expectations. Jacki 
Mitchell who joined us recently and 
brings to the association a wealth 
of knowledge in marketing and 
communications, adding yet another 
level of professionalism to ATFA. When 
ATFA celebrates 10 years, our long 
serving National Technical Manager 
David Hayward will have clocked 
up eight years with the organisation 
– I cannot thank him enough for 
his dedication and hard work.

The journey ATFA has travelled has 
met with many hurdles along the way, 
however, the association and all of 
its members have worked together 
to forge ahead. Personally, I love the 
comradery you have for your fellow 
members and the passion you display 
for your industry. With these essential 
ingredients, we will always be strong!

ATFA is always eager to ensure it 
provides the best outcomes and 
greatest returns for members. ATFA 
bi-annually conducts a survey of 
members and the survey conducted 
recently demonstrated you are still very 
happy with the services ATFA provides, 
not to mention provided some 
great feedback to help us navigate 
this year and future years ahead.

From an economic perspective, all 
indicators seem to reflect that 2015 
is going to be a better year for most, 
let’s hope it works out to be a reality!

For more information on any ATFA 
services, please contact ATFA on 
1300 36 1693 or admin@atfa.com.au 

ATFA Update February 2015

ATFA is about to achieve 10 years and looks forward to 
celebrating with all of you when we have our next ATFA 
Dinner and Awards Night on 18th July this year. And it should 
be a celebration, when the seed was germinated for this 
initiative back in January 2005 and first sprouted on 1st July 
2005, no one knew how significant ATFA would become.
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Keep it simple.
Simpli�cation is not just decades old; it is as old as humanity. The preference for 
less complexity, more convenience and greater ease is hard-wired into our brains.

One of the most highly cited papers in the history of psychology is a 1956 
literature review by Princeton cognitive psychologist George Miller who noted 
that studies found that the maximum number of things people could hold 
in working memory while making a decision was seven, plus or minus two. 
Subsequent research from then until now has con�rmed this time and again.

No one can multitask well!
Studies of multitasking �nd that when we divide our attention, a rule of 50 percent 
kicks in. We miss half of what we’re exposed to and we make half again as many 
errors. This research is telling us to focus on one task at a time for maximum bene�t. 

Not only is there an upper limit on our cognitive capacities, too many 
options often cause us to avoid making any decision or choice at all.  
Think about what choices you are offering your customers. As a business 
we need to make customer transactions as easy as possible.

In short, we don’t like complexity. Simplicity is our nature. Simpli�cation 
isn’t a trend. It is something that is always around, day in and day out.

Written by Jacki Mitchell - ©brandstorm® pty ltd 

Tips with Jacki Mitchell, Marketing & Brand Expert

 ● 2-pack water base fl oor fi nish for high traffi  c and commercial areas
 ● Easy to apply with longer open coat time
 ● Low VOC’s
 ● NMP Free
 ● High coverage rate = low cost per m2

 ● Excellent wear and scratch resistance
 ● Available in Matte, Satin and Gloss

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd.
call 02 9406 8100   www.synteko.com.au   info@synteko.com.au

245

Cushion handle:
less vibration

All-around
striking cap

Short casting
for closer end-wall

reach

Click valve 
inside

 ● Available as a Cleat or Stapler nailer
 ● Optional roller base available

“If you 
can’t explain it

simply, you don’t 
understand it
well enough”

Albert Einstein
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ATFA DIPLOMA OF TIMBER FLOORING TECHNOLOGY

Successfully obtaining the ATFA Diploma represents that 

you have a strong knowledge and hands on skills across all 

attributes of the timber-flooring sector. Please contact the 

ATFA office if you wish to apply or to get the process started.

MEDIBANK PARTNERS WITH ATFA

Medibank is committed to being your health partner so it 

is offering you a 5% discount on your health cover. Please 

contact ATFA for the ATFA corporate ID require to obtain the 

discount.

DECKING AND LAMINATE INDUSTRY STANDARDS

In the months ahead, industry standards will roll off the 

ATFA production line for both timber decking and laminate. 

If you have any input or interest in these areas please email 

david@atfa.com.au to contact David Hayward. Otherwise look 

out for these publications in the months ahead.

Any questions on any of these initiatives or anything else 

to do with ATFA, we’re just an email or phone call away – 

admin@atfa.com.au or 1300 36 1693.

IT’S RENEWAL TIME

As we draw to the end of this financial year, you will soon 

receive our renewal invoice in the mail once again. We look 

forward to your ongoing support and continuing to make the 

timber flooring industry a strong and vibrant community of 

professionals. As always, any questions please give us a call 

1300 36 1693. f

Freecall 1800 880 888

Finishing is a breeze 
with the Lagler Trio

lagler.com.au

FROM THE DESK OF
Randy Flierman, CEO

Ph 1300 361 693 

Email admin@atfa.com.au

ATFA Member 
Accreditation... 
a new model from 
1st July 2015.
Over the past 12 months, the ATFA Board and sta¤ have been working 
hard at developing a more consumer transparent and significant member 
accreditation program, in response to requests from many members.

After a lengthy consultation period, a survey of members which strongly supported the change 
and a soft trial of the new model, the 2015 accreditation program is now being o¤ered to members. 
Members are being asked to complete the documentation (assuring compliance) prior to 1st July 
2015 to enable a smooth transition from the current accreditation system to the new system. Put 
simply, the current system will cease to exist on 1st July 2015 and the new system will be installed.

The new system will mean that consumers can select ATFA 
members and have a meaningful assurance of a job well 
done, knowing there are safeguards to protect them.
We are encouraging members to get in ahead of time to obtain their new accreditation 
levels in readiness for the 1st July implementation. Non-members should quickly recognise 
this move will demonstrate to consumers that ATFA members come with greater assurity to 
obtain e¤ective job outcomes as well as know they are equipped to do the job well. 

After a lengthy consultation period, a survey of members which strongly supported the change 
and a soft trial of the new model, the 2015 accreditation program is now being o¤ered to members. 
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Robust debtor 
management 
practices... the key  
to a thriving business.
Sound debt management is the hallmark of every 
successful enterprise. Without strict procedures in place 
to manage receivables, businesses can fall into a cash 
flow crisis. Indeed, with Dun & Bradstreet’s latest figures 
showing it takes 54.3 days for the average commercial 
invoice to be paid, it’s now more important than ever for 
businesses to be proactive about cash flow management.

Enterprises that don’t have enough money coming 
in can’t meet their outgoings and can’t invest for 
growth. But there are many steps you can put in place 
to ensure your clients pay you on time and in full, 
ensuring you’re never caught in a cash drought.

Do due diligence
Before extending credit to a new client make sure you 
do thorough due diligence on the entity, as well as its 
directors, to ensure it doesn’t have a history of non-
payment. You can run credit checks on new clients using 
services provided by companies such as Dun & Bradstreet 
and Veda. It’s also worthwhile checking the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission’s databases 
to ensure the company is registered and solvent.

Put in place strict payment terms
Don’t assume you will need to extend payment terms 
of 30-days to your clients. Although there are di¤erent 
standards for di¤erent industries, the idea is to o¤er the 
shortest possible payment terms, so that money comes 
into the business as soon as possible. If you can get 
your payment terms down to seven days or 14-days you 
will dramatically improve your cash flow position.

Follow up invoices as soon as they fall due
Many businesses wait until a considerable period has passed 
before chasing overdue invoices. This reduces the likelihood 
the invoice will be paid on time and in full. Instead, follow up 
invoices when they fall due, rather than afterwards. This sends 
a message to your clients that you’re serious about being paid.

Stop working for clients whose invoices 
are substantially overdue
If you have a client that owes you a large amount of money, 
and that is not paying its debts, then consider halting 
future work until their accounts are paid. This is a delicate 
process, and really a last resort if you are concerned 
the business may be heading for insolvency. But it will 
certainly reduce the risk that you won’t be paid at all.

Take a deposit or hold funds in escrow before starting work
Many businesses start working for a client without asking for 
an upfront payment, or without ensuring the client is solvent. 
To avoid this, it’s an idea to use a facility such as CheckVault 
that gives you peace of mind that the client can pay your bill. 
Involving a third party also gives the client confidence that the 
work will be completed after having made a down payment.

It’s easy to set up systems to ensure your business 
remains financially sound. The idea is to put in place a 
series of procedures, checks and balances that mean 
that you only deal with reputable businesses, and that 
you’ve always got cash coming into the business. 

Checkvault is a new partner to ATFA and o�ers 
an escrow arrangement to assist you to get your 
payments on time, for more information regarding 
Checkvault visit the ATFA website partner page 
https://www.atfa.com.au/members-services/atfa-partners/ 
or go directly to the ATFA portal on the Checkvault 
website https://www.checkvault.com.au/atfa/

Written by Alexander Walrut - CheckVault 
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Can you dry a 
wood floor after 
water damage? 

Absolutely!
Gone are the days where tear up and replace are the 

only strategies in a water damage situation. Even 
insurance agencies may not allow for replacement 
and owners may �nd it too dif�cult. The �rst and 
foremost consideration is the cost of replacement 

versus drying a timber �oor.

I n n o v a t i v e  S a n d i n g  S o l u t i o n s

s i a  A b r a s i v e s  i s  o n e  o f  t h e  w o r l d ’ s  l e a d i n g  
m a n u f a c t u r e r s  o f  h i g h  q u a l i t y  a b r a s i v e s .  

F o r  13 5  y e a r s ,  t h e  c o m p a n y  h e a d q u a r t e r e d  i n  
S w i t ze r l a n d  h a s  d e v e l o p e d ,  m a n u f a c t u r e d  a n d  
m a r k e t e d  c o m p l e t e  a b r a s i v e  s y s t e m s  t a i l o r e d  t o  
specific requirements and applications.

F or your local Authorised Distrib utor please contact:
sia Ab rasives Australia Pty L td
Phone:  ( 03)  9 780 8400
E mail:    sia.au@ sia-ab rasives.com
Web :      w w w .sia-ab rasives.com

s i a  A b r a s i v e s
P a r q u e t  A b r a s i v e  S a n d i n g  S o l u t i o n s  

F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  p r o d u c t s ,
a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  a n d  m u c h  m o r e . . .

w w w . s i a - a b r a s i v e s . c o m

T h e  s i a  A b r a s i v e s  c o m p r e h e n s i v e  r a n g e  o f  
quality floor sanding products offers excellent 
finishing properties that produce a perfect finish 
quickly and efficiently.

A v a i l a b l e  i n  b e l t s ,  r o l l s ,  d i s c s ,  a n d  s h e e t s .

C o m p r e h e n s i v e  P r o d u c t  R a n g e
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In the last 15 years there has been a tremendous improvement 
in science and technology to help restorers dry better in water 
damage situations. We use different ways to dry from tenting 
to using injector �oor mats or blowers that have the capacity to 
push air or pull air from the wood �oor surface or the sub�oor.

As a restorer, our biggest problem in restorative drying 
is making sure that all water is trapped and dehumidi�ed 
– if not, secondary damage can occur causing more 
structural issues such as mould in properties. It’s 
always recommended to use quali�ed IICRC certi�ed 
restorers in a water damage situation - www.scria.com.
au can help by locating professionals in your area. 

There are many cases where we will have to dry premises 
whilst the property is occupied. Case study 1 is a 
commercial complex where the training centre could not 
close its doors. We had to setup a system that could dry 
the peaked and cupped �oor in the front of the shop.

Dif�culties:
• Wet �oors close to front entrance and working area.
• Climate control in shop cannot be controlled
• There is a 40cm gap in around the �oor corners
• Some systems may need to be closed during working hours
• OH & S considerations
• Noise level

Case study 1: Wood �oor peaking
Water intrusion from the Awning window to the Messmate 
21mm �oor site on a vapour barrier with a concrete sub�oor. 
We set up a system that can cause little OH&S issue [Figure 
3]. We also set up a camber so that we can control the climate 
of the drying area. The 40cm gapping was closed off by using 
vapour control 200um plastic sheeting around the property.

A containment was set up to control the heat in the 
camber during the winter times. [Figure 4] This 
also acted as a trip control area. The chamber had 
a tent to provide a negative movement of air.

After 10 days we took the chamber away and 
waited for the rest of the �oor to dry.

After 14 days the �oor drying job was successful, the 
peaked and cupped �oor boards were dried back to 
their original condition [Figure 6]. The �oor was left to 
acclimatise back to its original state before any future work 
such as sanding and polishing could be done – generally 
we recommend at least two weeks of acclimatisation.

Note: in this article laminated �ooring, some engineer �ooring and 

some �oating �ooring cannot be dried; it is not mentioned herein 

as the cost of drying will far out weigh the cost of replacement. 

Written By: Ivi Sims – Master Restorer, Vanguard 

Level 7 ATFA & Wood Floor Drying Specialist 

Figure 4 containment with tenting dehumidification Figure 6 Messmate back to its original conditionFigure 5 Thermal image show the 
injector mats heat on wood floor.

Figure 1 Injector pads drying parquetry wood floors Figure 2 blower that push or pull moisture form subfloor Figure 3 Peak floor and cupping surrounding.
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Firstly, we will consider borers in 
hardwoods. It is important to realise 
that most borers attack the living tree 
which has high levels of moisture. 
These borers will generally not attack 
timber floor boards that have been 
kiln dried and therefore once dry there 
is no concern regarding ongoing 
activity. However, often we may see 
the evidence of these borers in our 
finished floors as the grading rules 
for hardwood flooring do permit past 
evidence of borer activity. The grading 
rules limiting the hole size and number 
of holes that can be present. Higher 
feature grades permitting larger and 
a greater number of holes or traces. 
Hence, in our floor, you may see some 
small holes but often these are filled 
with coating and are not obvious. One 
of the most dominant insect traces 

that we see in flooring is from the 
‘squibbly’ borer that leaves a zigzag 
scribble like trace across the board. 
Refer to the photo showing not only 
such a trace but also at the bottom of 
the photo a hole from another borer. 
It is important to realise that borers 
have preference for di¤erent tree 
types and therefore borer markings 
di¤er between tree species. 

Many borers that do not need to 
concern us, but one that we do 
need to be aware of is the Lyctus 
borer. The lyctus borer can infest 
dry hardwood floorboards but also 
realise that not all timber species 
are a¤ected. The likes of blackbutt, 
brush box, rose gum, grey ironbark 
and stringybark are not susceptible. 
But other common species such as 
spotted gum, Tasmanian oak, Sydney 
blue gum, jarrah, and tallowwood 
are susceptible. Lyctus attack is not 
confined to Australian species with 
the likes of American and European 
oak and kwila also being susceptible.

Lyctus attacks the outer sapwood of 
the tree that is often lighter coloured 
and therefore if we do not have any 
sapwood in our boards, in susceptible 
species, then the flooring will not be 
prone to attack. The sapwood contains 

starch which the larvae feed on and it 
can be from two months up to a year 
before the mature beetle excavates 
a hole to the board surface and flies 
away. It is at this time in late spring 
and summer that we become aware 
of lyctus living in the floor. The oval 
hole, quite small, at up to 2mm in 
diameter will have no dark staining in 
hole as with other common borers and 
what we also observe is a small pile 
of fine white powder. Now although 
the larvae lives in the sapwood it may 
emerge through the heartwood. It 
could also be that a batten beneath 
the floor is infected and the beetle 
will emerge through the floor board 
above. The photo shows a stair riser 
with two past emergent holes and 
a fresh hole with the pile of powder 
beneath. Adults that emerge, fly and 

Lyctus borer attack 
in timber �oors.
As we are now coming out of summer, you may have noticed 
that the insect world came alive from spring and we see 
the e¤ects of borers in our timber floors. As temperatures 
increase so does the activity and attacks from some borers. 
It is important to know the signs and know what to do. David 
Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager will discuss the things to 
be aware when it comes to one of the more common borers 
that attacks hardwoods (broad leaf trees), the lyctus borer.

By David Hayward,  
ATFA Technical Manager

Scribbly borer mark

Powder from the adult emergent hole
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if uncoated timber is found to be 
suitable then they can reinfest. Activity 
is not reported to go beyond five years 
from tree felling, and ceases when 
the available edible material, starch in 
the sapwood, is depleted or inactive.

Often in timber floors the sapwood is 
only a small proportion of the board 
although in spotted gum, the sapwood 
band is wider. Attack from Lyctus in 
flooring is not that common as it is 
generally recognised that susceptible 
timber species will have their sapwood 
treated at manufacture to prevent 
attack. Low level treatment is all 
that is necessary and in the past has 
included boron treatments. Note that 
the flooring manufacturing standard 
AS 2796 – Timber – Hardwood – 
Sawn and milled products states that 

compliance to the standard requires 
susceptible sapwood to be treated.

As indicated above, not all flooring is 
from Australian species and at present 
there are higher levels of oak flooring 
entering the country. Flooring that is 
prefinished as with engineered flooring 
is unlikely to be attacked. However, 
solid T&G flooring may not be treated 
overseas and can be susceptible to 
attack. Although sapwood may only 
show as a small part of the board, 
the lower surface may contain larger 
quantities. The photo shows minimal 
sapwood on a second storey oak 
floor laid on battens and the inset 
showing lyctus emergent holes 
through heartwood. There was lyctus 
activity in this floor for over two years.

So what can be done if we have 
a lyctus problem? Firstly, it should 
be recognised that flooring in 
Australia should not contain lyctus 
susceptible sapwood and for this 
reason it often up to the manufacturer 
or importer to become involved 
and resolve concerns. Concerning 
control measures, they may di¤er 
depending on the level of sapwood 
present and whether the floor is 
exposed beneath, where adult 
beetles can fly in to reinfest. 

Various state forestry departments 
often have information on corrective 
measures and indicate that where 
sapwood in a floor is minimal and 
boards not exposed to external 
conditions beneath, then a 
combination of treatment (oil based 
insecticide) and time can often solve 
minor occurrences. In such instances, 
after two or at times three seasons, 
there is no more activity with this 
approach. In other instances it may be 
necessary to undertake some board 
replacement particularly as lyctus can 
disintegrate the sapwood a¤ecting 
the integrity of the board. However, 
with floors we are not aware of any 
instances in more recent times where 
attack has been to the degree where 
the floor has needed to be replaced. 

Lyctus in an oak floor showing 
some lighter sapood
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The Loba company, which is still a 
privately owned concern, finally found 
its roots in Australia after many visits 
to Melbourne by very keen export 
representatives of the “father company”, 
in order to create an interest in their 
coating products locally. Finally after 
a number of years and numerous 
failed attempts to get a particular 
local manufacturer interested in 
importing the product, they penned 
an agreement with Brett Scarpella and 
Daniel Casamento who finally formed 
Loba Australasia in 2007 and started 
to import the products themselves – 
or then there’s the uno¬icial version, 
there were a few too many beers at 
the ATFA expo that year and thought 
why not? A visit to the Loba head 
o¬ice in the German city of Ditzingen 
for some serious product training and 
Loba Australasia was good to go.

In what could only be considered 
uncanny timing, before the first 
container had even arrived the 
Australian currency almost halved 
in value against the Euro, providing 
a number of nervous moments and 
a character building lesson about 
running your own business, but as the 
initial demand for very user friendly 
coatings was immediate and strong 
and the support base grew very quickly 
which made it far less painful than it 
could have been. Since then Loba has 

experienced enormous growth which 
has been mostly by word of mouth, 
and due mainly to the confidence 
that these finishes give the applicator 
in providing a reliable and fantastic 
result on their flooring projects. 

Loba Oz has since established its 
headquarters in Thomastown in Victoria, 
where the coatings have had a very 
strong following since the beginning, 
whilst creating a reputation that has 
gradually been spreading around the 
nation. Initially distribution was focussed 
on Victoria, Perth and Adelaide, but with 
Loba’s range of superior waterborne 
coatings, user friendly sealers, and 
procolor stains, there is now an organic 
spread north to New South Wales 
and Queensland and south to Tassie, 
with more and more contractors 
interested the Loba system and the 
reliability it provides... And therein lies 
the secret that makes Loba di¤erent 
from most other coating and stain 
manufacturers – the contractors.

Whilst many companies rely solely on 
product development from chemists 
and smarter folk than us that profess to 
know better, Loba relies on contractors, 
or “technicians” as they call themselves 
in Europe, to engineer its products. Oh 
Loba has chemists too, lots of chemists, 
but they answer solely to the demands 
of the contractors they employ and 
consult with, to develop floor coatings 

and stains etc that do what you want 
them to do the way you want them to do 
it – and with room for a bit of creativity 
in between. This is why contractors 
using Loba no longer su¤er the “final 
coat frenzy” – or the nervousness 
often felt after a final coat but before 
the cheques arrived – ‘cos its easy. 

It’s with this same theme in mind that 
the last couple of years have seen 
Loba Australia o¤er the expanded 
range of Traditional Oils, Hardwaxes, 
Hybrid coatings and cutting edge 
“on site” UV cured applications that 
have long been used in Europe 
and the US but hadn’t really been 
unleashed on this side of the planet 
– but now we have, and their lovely. 

Loba GmbH prides itself on this type 
of innovation and the development 
of new technology that answers the 
markets demands, such as lower 
VOC, harder finishes etc, but also 
recognises that its the contractors that 
need to be able to cope with day to 
day application requirements of these 
changing systems – we don’t see any 
use in making coatings you cant use!

Loba 2K impact Oil and UV Rush are 
two such products where increased 
product performance and decorative 
market requirements have necessitated 
their development, and the Loba 
system has ensured that each comes 

The Loba GmbH company first produced a 
range of oils and waxes for timber floors in 1922, 
and later became a manufacturer of premium 
quality waterborne timber finishes - for which 
they have enjoyed significant popularity 
throughout European markets for many years. 
Inexplicably it would take another 84 years 
before Loba Australasia would be born.

Loba 2K Duo waterbased being applied. Loba 2K Impact Oil make a special floor spectacular. Loba “Rush” on site UV finishing in action.
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with a built in ease of application 
demanded by the technicians involved 
for absolute contractor confidence.

Loba has also recently completed 
the “Loba training facility” at the 
Thomastown o¬ice, where products can 
be demonstrated and experimented 
with by contractors before they are 
caught having to do “something 
new” and foreign to them on a job, 
which is just another way we try to 
make the coating part of the job more 
enjoyable than the stress loaded 
function that it has been in the past. 

Wakol is an adhesive company from 
Germany that is closely associated 
with Loba, as just like in Australia 
there are many contractors who have 
experienced the result of chemical 
conflict between adhesive products 

and coatings. As a result, these two 
companies got together and formulated 
products that will not react adversely to 
each other when accidently exposed.

The even bigger advantage of this is 
that the Wakol PU280 Moisture barrier/
primer is one of the most advanced 
available and dries in an hour and 
blocks more moisture vapour than 
the competitors more expensive 
o¤erings. Combine this with Wakol 
MS260 adhesive and you have a system 
that will sort your concrete slab and 
adhere your floor in a way that virtually 
eradicates cupping from your flooring 
installations – if that’s not enough it 
wont ruin the finish on your prefinished 
Oak floors if you’re a bit messy and 
meets BCA acoustic requirements, if 
it wasn’t already too good to be true!

So if you haven’t heard of Loba or Wakol 
or not tried any of our gear out yet, do 
yourself a favour and get onto one of our 
distributors listed below and let us know 
how you go, we suspect you’ll be pleased!

VIC/TAS 
Lagler in Knox (03) 9887 2344
Lagler Tullamarine (03) 9330 3330 
F.S.S. Richmond (03) 9428 7933 & 
F.S.S Thomastown (03) 9460 3444 
The Floor Shop Cheltenham 
(03) 9569 2222
Grimes & Son Eltham (03) 9437 0733
Belcon Frankston (03) 9782 4600

SA/NT 
Adelaide Timber & Floor 
Sanding (08) 8346 3641 

NSW
Alex Lind - Padstow(02) 9567 4429 
Floormania - Caringbah (02) 9524 4999

WA 
Planet Timbers 
Osborne Park (08) 9244 4505
Cannington (08) 9350 5655 

QLD 
Portugal Cork – Mansfield 
(07) 07 3343 7677 
& The Big River Group - Nationally. 

Perfection in Timber Flooring Installation   

Loba Australasia 
5-7 Strong Avenue, Thomastown Vic 3074

PH: 03 9460 3444    M: 0419326976
E: lobafloor@outlook.com

Whether Your Next Solid or Engineered Timber 
Flooring Project needs a 

First Class Loba Timber Finishing System  
or Since 1922 

Waterbased Polyurethanes
Natural Oils & Hardwaxes 
Stains & Special Effects
On Site UV Finishes
Antin Slip Finishes For Stairs 

“Loba & Wakol Make the Perfect Team” 

Bullet Proof Moisture Vapor Barrier & Acoustic Rated Adhesive

The new Loba training facility – come visit.
Wakol VOC free MS260 accousticly 
rated adhesive ticks every box.
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The product and its installation
The floor is on the upper level of 
the dwelling where an 80 x19mm 
spotted gum floor has been laid 
over particleboard flooring with 
adhesive and mechanical fixing. The 
particleboard was screw and adhesive 
fixed to steel floor joists. The first 
photo shows the completed floor.

What is being investigated and why?
The floor was about 12 months old 
and had performed to expectation 
during that period. Following a period 
of wet weather the floor in the hallway 
began to rise and arch consistent 
with the centre of the particleboard 
subfloor boards separating and lifting 
o¤ the joists. The right hand side of the 
second photo shows the particleboard 
lifting o¤ the joist. In the months to 
follow similar buckling was to occur 
in two other rooms. The builder was 
concerned that the flooring may have 
been laid too low in moisture content 
and the floor installer questioned 
whether the builder had correctly fixed 
the particleboard flooring to the joists.

What needs to be considered? 
There are certain things that need to 
be considered when laying flooring to 
particleboard or plywood subfloors on 
both steel and timber joists. Spotted 
gum is a high density timber and as 
such can generate large expansion 
forces. If significant expansion under 
humid conditions is expected, then 
acclimatisation needs to be considered 
to pre-swell the flooring prior to 
installation and thereby reduce the in-
service expansion forces. We also know 
that floors expand less with a full bed 
of adhesive but that the consequence 
of this additional restraint would be 
to further increase the force on the 

subfloor. This makes the fixing of 
the particleboard to the joists a very 
important aspect, as weak fixing would 
result in the buckling as observed.

Investigation
It is evident from the third photo, that 
in places the particleboard has lifted 
perhaps 10mm o¤ the joist. In the 
fourth photo the adhesive pattern 
is what develops when one surface 
is pressed into adhesive and then 
lifted a little prior to the glue curing. 

So this provides us with a clue and 
that we need to ask why at least some 
of the particleboard sheets were not 
in close contact with the joists when 
the adhesive cured. Close contact 
being needed for a strong glue bond.

Analysis and outcome
As well as the fixing of the 
particleboard, we also need to consider 
the moisture content and expansion 
in the floor. With a resistance moisture 
meter the moisture content of the 
flooring was estimated to have been 
between 10% and 11%. This is in the 
normal range for floors in this location. 
But if the flooring had been laid too 
low in moisture content and increased 
in moisture content up to these 
levels then we would expect to see 
significant floor expansion. By checking 
over groups of ten boards the average 
board width was determined to be 
between 80.1mm and 80.4mm, which 
is close to the nominal manufactured 
board width. Hence this floor is at 
the expected moisture content and 
there has only been a small amount of 
expansion. Time to consider the fixing 
of the particleboard to the joists. The 
installation instructions state that the 
screw to be used is a ‘self-drilling screw 
with self-breaking cutter nibs’. This 

Case study... 
Sub�oor on steel joist buckles.
We are starting a new series where we will be presenting case studies on 
marketplace problems. We will investigate these problems to understand 
why things went wrong, what factors contributed, how the situation was 
analysed and what was necessary to correct the problem. Each issue 
David Hayward, ATFA’s technical manager will present a new situation.

By David Hayward,  
ATFA Technical 
Manager

[ 2 ]

[ 1 ]

[ 3 ]

[ 4 ]

[ 5 ]
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the screw at the top of the fifth photo. 
The nibs just above the self-drilling 
end cut a hole in the particleboard a 
little wider than the threads. When the 
screw drills through the steel flange 
of the joist these nibs break o¤ and 
the threads bind only in the steel and 
pull the particleboard tight into the 
adhesive and in firm contact with the 
joist. The screw that was actually used 
was lower screw in the photo. Although 
it is self-drilling it has no cutting nibs. 
It therefore binds as it screws through 
the particleboard and when binding 
into the steel joist separation between 
the joist and particleboard occurs. 
No longer do we have an adequate 
adhesive bond and the adhesive 
pattern on the joist confirms this. 
The screws were also shorter than 
recommended and in some locations 
did not penetrate through the joists but 
again would have caused separation 
between joist and particleboard. 
Hence, in this instance fixing of 
the particleboard to the joists was 
considered the predominant factor.

What we can learn from this
So what can we take from this. Firstly 
the knowledge that we need to careful 
when laying higher density timber 
floors on sheet flooring to joists. This 
problem is not generally apparent 
with medium density hardwoods 
such as Victorian Ash. ATFA’s 
publication Timber Flooring states:-

‘When laying over a structural sub-floor 
such as plywood or particleboard it is 
important that the fixing is adequate. 
In moderately humid locations it has 
been found that nail and adhesive fixed 
sheet flooring has in some instances 
buckled o� the joists, even when fixed 
in accordance with the relevant nailing 
requirements of Australian standards. 
Screw fixing to the joists as often used 
provides for a more robust fixing.’

Therefore, there is an expectation 
that the flooring contractor will 
have assessed the environment in 
which the floor was laid and also the 
fixing of the particleboard onto the 
joists. Do you record such things on 
your installation records? If perhaps 

laying timber flooring over old 
particleboard in a more humid locality 
then many contractors will re-screw 
the particleboard onto timber joists. 
Even with nail down new installation 
contractors will also screw the sheets 
noting that it is across the width of the 
sheet that is particularly important. Also 
consider in the case above that if the 
dwelling had been in a high humidity 
environment, with no consideration 
of future floor expansion and if the 
particleboard had been correctly fixed, 
then the outcome of the investigation 
would have been quite di¤erent. The 
case study also shows the importance 
of following instructions and using 
the correct fixings, which should 
be considered a general principle. 
Certainly, if you able to prove that 
you have followed instructions and 
something untoward occurs you are 
usually in a much better position. 

HARDLAM is an exciting new veneer-based 
timber product developed by Forestry 
Tasmania and other industry partners;

•	 HARDLAM	is	a	sustainable	value-added	
product,	it	utilises	small-diameter	low-grade	
logs	that	would	otherwise	be	converted	to	
woodchips.

•	 HARDLAM	is	made	from	Tasmanian	regrowth	
forest	timbers	resulting	in	a	product	of	
exceptional	strength	and	beauty.

•	 HARDLAM	can	be	used	as	an	alternative	to	
solid	wood	in	a	range	of	applications	including	
flooring,	stair	components	and	furniture.

HARDLAM	is	a	‘designer	log’	based	on	Laminated	
Veneer	Lumber	(LVL).	It	is	made	from	rotary	
peeled	veneer;	the	individual	veneers	are	
assembled	in	a	large	block	with	the	grain	
orientated	along	the	length.	HARDLAM	is	
manufactured	and	supplied	in	accordance	with	
all	relevant	Australian	Standards.

Oakdale Industries
80 Flagsta� Gully Link Rd, 
Warrane,  Tasmania 7018

(03) 6244 2277
oak.org.au

Forestry Tasmania
79 Melville Street, 

Hobart, Tasmania 7000
(03) 6235 8333

forestrytas.com.au
hardlam.com.au

HARDLAM

HARDLAM
Environmentally	friendly	
veneer-based	timber	product
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Enviropro water-based finishes.
A beautiful result for the environment.

High Wear Resistance Non Yellowing Low Odour*

Intergrain Enviropro, water-based timber floor finishes that don’t compromise on performance.  
*For more information visit us at intergrain.com.au/trade.

Low VOC*

Unfortunately, the vast majority of 
business-owners are more likely to 
live the sad experience of seemingly 
endless long hours and have a strong 
chance of failure than a path of 
bright success. The news, courts 
and internet are full of sad stories 
of business failure and despair. 

Why does one group succeed and 
another never quite get there? If you 
are a business-owner, or thinking of 
starting your own venture, what can 
you do to place yourself �rmly on the 
path to success and a great lifestyle?

Our own story, 12 years into a 
successful business, looks like a dream 
to others. We have fabulous staff and 
a streamlined operation that allows 
us to live a comfortable lifestyle and 
we have great opportunities related 
to future growth and expansion. 
However, it wasn’t always that way. 
In the early days of this business, and 
in the days of other businesses that I 
ran previously, it was a much sadder 
story. We toiled hard for little reward.

Having run businesses and having had 
both experiences – success and failure 

You’ve been 
thinking about 
getting a business 
coach... what next?
Growing a business can be an amazing journey 
full of delights and successes that translate 
into great lifestyles and exciting experiences. 
Bookstores are �lled with inspirational 
stories of successful business-owners and 
entrepreneurs that prompt many people to 
start their own ventures.
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We are the Cypress & 
Hardwood Specialists.
•  Large range of decking, screening 

and outdoor timbers.

•  Over 400 packs of �ooring in stock now for 
fast, reliable and hassle free deliveries.

• Suppliers of Ply, Battens, Adhesive, Staples, 
Stair Nosing’s, Treads,  Floor Finishers & more...

• Trade only prices for �ooring companies 
discounted lower than builders.

Ph: 9774 2944 • 27 Ashford Ave, Milperra, NSW, 2214 • www.abbeytimber.com.au

– I know there are many qualities 
that de�ne a successful business 
person, but one thing stands out:

Successful business people 
have a strong and de�ned 
network of mentors, 
coaches, high achieving 
peers and notables.
Having coaches and mentors alone 
doesn’t make a pro�table business 
but their absence makes it very 
dif�cult to be successful in business.

Networks of Coaches, 
Mentors and more
Successful businesses (and 
business-owners) need and use their 
networks to develop and grow.

A network, in the context of 
business, is de�ned as the exchange 
of information or services among 
individuals, groups, or institutions; 
speci�cally: the cultivation 
of productive relationships 
for employment or business 
(Miriam Webster online).

A network in business can include 
the following: coaches, mentors, 
peers, connections at regular 
meetings (and network meetings), 
competitors and suppliers, industry 
colleagues and experts, customers.

It is often said that you are the sum 
of the �ve people you spend time 
with. Google the underlined phrase 
and see how often it is used.

Hold out one hand and visually tick off 
on your �ngers to count the people in 
your life you spend the most time with. 

Collectively count your immediate 
family as one of those �ve people and 
then identify the rest of the people 
you spend time with. Are they the 
kind of people who help you up your 
chosen ladder of success, or are they 
more likely to hold you down? 

If so, then it might be time to 
consider how you could spend 
less time with them or spend more 
time with other people that might 
help you achieve your goals.

It is also possible that you have 
less than �ve people to help you 
grow and that after this exercise 

you have �ngers free? Now would 
be a great time to begin to search 
for other people to �ll the gap.

Think about your needs. 
Do you need a coach, or a 
mentor? Maybe you simply 
require in�uential peers to 
inspire you to greater heights.
When considering the people to �ll 
the in�uential spaces in your life, it 
may help to understand the difference 
between a coach and a mentor.

Coach
The word “coach” has become 
a popular word in the past ten 
years. I de�ne it as a person who 
helps another person de�ne and 
achieve a goal through regular 
accountability sessions using identi�ed 
goals and de�ned outcomes. 

When working with a coach you will 
most likely be paying a fee to the 
coach and having regular meetings. 

I believe that it is important to pay 
money to a coach. The business 
world functions on and with 

continued »
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money and the accumulation or 
loss of money is a strong motivator 
for people to make changes.

If you pay a coach you might 
be less inclined to avoid their 
recommendations and more likely 
to achieve the goals you both set.

It is VERY EASY to ignore the 
request or advice of a coach.

Mentors
Like coaches, mentors are 
people who can help us towards 
our chosen successes.

But where a coach schedules regular 
meetings with a client and sets solid, 
de�nable processes and targets, a 
mentor is someone who is more time-
�exible and is more inspirational than 
directional. I have always considered 
my mentors as someone I can look 
up to. They have usually been where 
I am and have found a successful 
pathway to travel from there.

A coach will set goals with you and 
track your progress based on their 
proven track record with other clients.  

A mentor will have ideas and opinions 
based on their own experience. 

Like coaches, mentors can be paid 
or unpaid, and as with coaching, I 
believe that mentoring is more effective 
paid than not. Mentors will often 
sell their time in blocks and invite 
you to book their time in advance. 
The advantage to paying a mentor is 
that you don’t feel guilty “taking up 
their time” when you need them.

It is my experience that a using a 
mentor is a shorter term investment 
time-wise than appointing a coach 
but getting hold of (or booking an 
hour with) a mentor is often harder 
than with a coach with whom you 
might have a regular time-slot.

If you have questions, 
or you would like to explore 
mentoring or coaching further, visit 
www.milliondollarrelationships.com.au

Danielle Storey is the co-owner of  

The Cartridge Family, a successful 

Australian business. 

You’ve been 
thinking about 
getting a business 
coach... what next?
Continued from previous page.
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The 17th edition of DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR – the 
largest international flooring show in Asia Pacific region - 
will take place in 24 - 26 March, 2015 in Shanghai, China. 81 
per cent of the space was sold five months prior to the show. 

Last year the show hosted over 42,000 visitors and nearly 1200 
exhibitors from across the industry with about 22 per cent 
representing international companies from outside of China. 
In all, the 2015 show will encompass 12 halls covering 140,000 
square meters of exhibit space, of which four dedicated 
halls will house just the wood and laminate exhibitions. The 
current number of international brands booked for this 
specific product category has already reached the final 2014 
brands’ registration number five months before the next show 
opening. The international wood flooring brands increased 
by 50 per cent compared to the same period last year.

For the whole wood and laminate flooring sector, including 
international and domestic exhibitors, DOMOTEX asia/
CHINAFLOOR organizers have already received a record of 
booths’ booking which forecasts an increase of companies’ 
participation in this particular section, confirming the leading 
position of DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR as the biggest 
wood and laminate flooring exhibition in the world. 

Among the international wood and laminate flooring 
exhibitors are Kronoswiss, Kronotex, Lamett, Beaulieu, 
Ter Hürne, Parla, Stile, Egger, Berry Alloc, Witex, Floover, 
Tilo, BKB and SE Timber Floors while some of Asia’s 
more well-known domestic exhibitors such as Nature, 
Sunyard, Yihua, Boer, Jinqiao, Teclic, and Huaming will 
showcase their latest flooring products as well. 

SE Timber Floors, the largest supplier of wood floors in Sydney, is 
returning to the 2015 show after a successful exhibition last year 
where Managing Director Zak Refai said they were surprised and 
pleased by the number of international visitors coming by their 
stand to view their products. Mr. Zak Refai is using the Shanghai 
show as a dual resource to expand SE Timber Floors into the 
Chinese market. Interviewed by DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR 
in last September, Refai said: “I understand that the DOMOTEX 
show in Shanghai is the largest wood flooring show in the world. 
Other than just bringing all the people from China, the show 
also brings people from abroad... We have professional visitors 
from all over the world come to our stand and talk to us.”

The online registration portal for the 17th edition of 
DOMOTEX asia/CHINAFLOOR is now open at 
www.domotexasiachinafloor.com. Admittance 
for pre-registered visitors is free. 

Booking record at DOMOTEX asia/
CHINAFLOOR wood �ooring sector.
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Do I really need a website?
We all know how important it is to have a website for your 
business regardless of the industry we work in. With the 
introduction of mobile web browsing devices like smart 
phones and tablets, businesses rely on search engines to bring 
the right customers to them. If you own a business and don’t 
have a website you might be missing out on a large portion 
of potential customers searching for your services online.

How much should a website cost?
This will vary depending on features you are wanting. I’d 
suggest if you don’t yet have a site that a simple five pager 
with basic information about who you are what you do is a 
great start. For this kind of site you can expect to pay $800 - 
$1800 if you’re quoted more than this I’d be questioning what 
exactly you are getting… If the response is that your website 
is custom developed (or known as a Content Management 
System - CMS) then you can expect to pay $1800 plus so 
make sure to discuss pricing and expectations in advance.

Can I add content to my site?
Make sure to ask if your site comes with an easy to use admin 
panel that allows you to add content, pages and images (CMS). 
Being able to access the site yourself means you won’t have 
to pay a developer an hourly rate to update your site in future.

What are my ongoing costs for hosting my website?
Don’t pay anymore than $30 - $60 for a two year 
renewal of your domain name. Costs for website hosting 
can vary greatly, around $8.00 a month is average 
including email as well so you can create a professional 
looking email address using your domain name.

How can my website get found online?
It’s true that simply having a website is not enough. The 
World Wide Web is full of websites all jostling to be ranked 
first on search engines like Google. Having a website 
developed for your business is a great start but it won’t 
necessarily get you found unless you do some extra work 
like SEO (search engine optimisation) which can include 
blogging, create social media channels, email advertising/
newsletters or even online advertising campaigns. This 
kind of online marketing is key to driving tra¬ic to your 
site and shouldn’t be ignored if you are serious about 
getting good return on investment from your website.

Written by James Kenna 
Website Expert at digitalstorm, 
part of the brandstorm Group 

Untangle the 
world wide web.

STAUF  PUM-950 Power-Mastic   provides a 
tremendous improvement  for urethane adhesives. 
It is a urethane based, high strength adhesive for 
professional wood �ooring installation. But unlike 
other urethane adhesives, it contains no isocyanates, 
the primary chemical in other urethane adhesives 
that will etch �ne �oor �nishes and is a suspected 
carcinogen.

STAUF SMP-960 One-Step is an advanced formula, 
unique polymer 3-in-1 adhesive designed for 
professional wood �ooring instalation. 

PUM 950 provides adhesion and moisture 
barrier in one coat.

SMP 960 provides moisture and sound 
barrier and adhesive all in one.

PEERLESS JAL PTY LTD  Head Office:  10-12 Raglan Street PRESTON VIC 3072  Phone:  1800 800 248  Email:  sales@peerlessjal.com.au

since 1828

PEERLESS JAL
Australian Floor Care Specialists Since 1947

DAY 1:  SPREAD GLUE WHILE PROTECTING  
   AGAINST MOISTURE AND SOUND
DAY1:   INSTALL YOUR TIMBER FLOOR
DAY 1:  GET PAID
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Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...Around the traps...

Jacki hosts and produces a 
weekly show called TAKING 
CARE OF BUSINESS (TCOB) 
which won the coveted 2014 
BEST PROGRAM award.

Jacki’s business background 
as a Marketing Management 
Consultant assists in providing 
relevant information and useful 
insights into the world of business.

•  “We want the listener to feel 
like they are eavesdropping 
on a really interesting café 
conversation,” says Jacki

• After only a year, TCOB is the 
station’s top program which 
has a wide listening audience 
from Melbourne, Sydney to 
the US, UK, India and UAE.

Listen to Jacki and her interesting 
guests every Friday from 11am 
– 12 noon (Melbourne time) on 
RPPFM 98.7FM, via the app or 
stream it online at rppfm.com.au

Congrats 
to ATFA’s 
own Jacki 
Mitchell who 
recently won 
a prestigious 
radio award.

Photo Shoot for Real Living 
Magazine for Recycled Floor 
of the Year Award Winner Jim 
Hilston Floors in Queensland 
·  WA Golf Day · Sydney Webinar 
at The Sundowner Hotel · Sydney 
Trade Forum at Floormania • ATFA 
Directors Strategic Day and Board 
Meeting on the Gold Coast, QLD.
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continued »

This article provides 
some basic information 
about contract law and 
is based on the webinar 

delivered to ATFA 
members recently. For 

further information �rst 
review the ATFA website.

“A verbal contract 
is not worth the paper 
it’s written on.”

...or is it?
Is there a contract?
• contracts may be written, oral, or contain a 

combination of written AND oral terms.

• there is often considerable dif�culty proving terms which are 
agreed orally, especially if a dispute ends up in a court or tribunal 
hearing where the existence of oral terms can often only be proven 
by evidence given by witnesses in a witness box and subject to 
cross examination by the other side’s solicitor or barrister.

• the logical conclusion - you should rely on written terms of a contract and 
not any oral agreement. If you’re going to change the terms of any standard 
written contract - do so only in writing NOT by using or relying on phrases 
such as “she’ll be right”, “oh we won’t be relying on that”, “ignore that 
bit”, “you know what we mean **wink, wink, nudge, nudge**” et cetera.

Manufacturer & Supplier of 
Contemporary End Grain & 
Mosaic Parquet Flooring.

australiantimbercompany.com.au
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 For more information contact
Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576

Email: sales@cornell.com.au
www.cornell.com.au

The Best 
Just Got 
Better!

Tramex, the moisture meter 
specialists, are proud to 

announce the release of the 
new concrete moisture meter

with

Perform testing to the latest 
Australian Standard AS1884-
2012. ASTM F2170 & ASTM 
F2659 as well as ASTM F2420:
The complete moisture and 
humidity testing kit for concrete and 
wood, incorporating the Tramex 
instant moisture test and the new 
Hygro-i in-situ probe working 
together to provide a new standard 
in speed & accuracy which can be 
used again & again...

Don’t waste time and money 
waiting up to 72 hours for a 

moisture test when the slab is
not ready! Check it fi rst with a 

Tramex CMEXpert II.

Pictured in Kit Form

Read what others have to say why ATFA training works.

“By investing in training for our people we ensure 
we can continue to deliver fantastic results for 
our customers and a key partner in achieving this 
is the ATFA. Their courses are always informative, 
very practical and enable us to develop the 
knowledge of our people.”
Chris Feldbauer, Director, PRO SANDING PTY LTD

Your new skills can also save you money from avoiding costly mistakes. So 

invest in yourself and your business today. Consumers are demanding more 

every day, are you ready to meet the challenge?  Full course outlines and 

online registrations are available at atfa.com.au/training-events/ f

The Prosand team at the recent New Techniques Program in Melbourne, 2013

Elements of a contract 
• all of these elements are strictly required and have been for a very long time: 

• offer (a catalogue containing a price is an offer to sell at that price).

• acceptance (the placement of a purchase order contains 
acceptance of your offer to supply at a known price).

• communication of acceptance (if a customer takes your 
standard contract home with them and signs it, but never gives 
it to you, there is no contract that they can rely upon).

• consideration which is the price stipulated by you and paid 
to you by the purchaser in exchange for your goods.

And if a contract is breached? 
• the innocent party (who hasn’t breached the contract) could seek the following:

• damages - which is a sum of money designed to put them in the 
position they would have been in had the contract have not been 
breached, in other words to compensate them for losses.

• speci�c performance - which is an order or direction by 
a court or tribunal that the party who has breached the 
contract has to perform their end of the bargain.

• an injunction - which can be used to prevent ongoing 
breaches (you are ordered to cease trading in breach of a 
non-competition clause in a franchise contract).

When to get advice 
• solicitors are not cheap and therefore you should limit legal 

involvement where possible, especially concerning standard 
contracts. My suggestion as to when to seek legal advice:

• when drafting a:

• standard employment contract, if you use one; or a

• standard contract with installers and customers.

• contracts involving high-value transactions, especially if the deal proposed 
contains some unusual terms, or terms you are uncertain about.

• if you are being sued, or if someone is threatening to sue you 
and there is a signi�cant amount of money involved.

• franchise agreements, partnership agreements, shareholders 
agreements or any other agreement that is proposed to you which 
is signi�cant to your future business arrangements; and

• contracts for the purchase or sale of land (in accordance with 
the usual practice in your state) or other signi�cant asset.

If in doubt - don’t be a “bush lawyer”! 
Seek legal advice and know where you stand.

Note from the CEO – Members have access to State speci�c contracts, contract 

variations, warranties, SWMS docs and much more via the member section of 

the ATFA website. Don’t get caught out, use them, they don’t cost a cent!

Written by Darrell Kake - Quinn & Scattini Lawyers are partners with ATFA 
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This is further evidenced by the companies that pitch in 

to contribute materials, equipment and funds to support 

the delivery of the program. These are:

• Gold 

Boral 

Hurford Hardwood  

• Silver 

Lagler 

Loba 

Oakdale Industries 

• Bronze: 

Cabots 

Daniel Boone 

Embelton 

Norton  

Selleys 

Sika 

Synteko 

Wonderful Floor 

Woodcrete-FG

ECO-FRIENDLY

RENEWABLE

ECO-FRIENDLY

RENEWABLE
WONDERFUL FLOORWONDERFUL FLOOR

ACN: 107 906 374

62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone 02 9517 4742 | Fax 02 9517 2436 
wonderfulfloor.com.au

Our products are environmentally responsible 
and sourced from sustainably managed forests

• Distribute premium quality

• Pre-coated Australian 
hardwood �ooring

• Engineered �oating �oors

• Bamboo �oors

• Laminated �oors

WIDE OAK PLANK + DISTRESSED OAK 

NEW!

Meet the NSW ATFA Committee

From left to right – Leon Travis (Boral), Zak 

Refai (SE Timber), David Head (Australian 

Solar Timbers), Bill Durkowyak (Sydney 

Flooring and NSW State Standing Committee 

Chair), David Hayward (ATFA) and Bruce Harris 

(Blue Gum Consultants). Absent are John 

Elasi (Floormania), Ivan Kirton (Kirton Fine 

Parquetry) and Ian McGregor (Polycure).

Four concrete reasons 
for choosing a 
Delmhorst HT-4000.

THE MOISTURE METER COMPANY

Lowest cost per test for 100 tests

RH sensor can be used over and over

Calibration can be checked for accuracy 

Large, easy-to-read display  

1

2

3
4

The HT-4000 meets the latest 
AS1884 standard. Talk to the 
experts at The Moisture Meter Co. — your 
Australian distributor and service center 
since 1998. 

Freecall 1800 638 639
Mobile 0419 364 863

info@moisturemeters.com.au
www.moisturemeters.com.au

8

Why ATFA training can make you 
money in the long run

Have you ever wondered why some businesses seem 

to thrive and others just seem to plod along? The answer 

is simple. Those businesses that invest in training move 

forward faster. 

Studies have shown when individuals learn new material 

it contributes to new pathways in the brain. It also opens up 

a lot of other possibilities and opportunities. ATFA training 

is designed to do all that and more, because when you 

increase your skills you increase your competitiveness in the 

marketplace. 

Online training

We  introduced a new learning format with online training 

in 2012, which means that technical knowledge can now be 

gained in the comfort of your office. No hassles of having to 

down tools or drive across town. This year’s topics include: 

There is more to resistance moisture meters than just taking 

a reading and Checking sub-floor space suitably before floor 

installation. There is no cost to ATFA Members. 

Face-to-face training

This year we’ve streamlined training.  Assessing Timber 

Floor Performance is still on offer , which has been a hit 

so far around the country. It’s sister course the Assessing 

Timber Floor Coating Performance workshop is also 

available. Both courses are designed to give you a greater 

understanding of the pitfalls to avoid and to assist in more 

informed decision making when you are on the job.

 

8” and 12” 
belt/ drum
combo sander

Elite 3 edger

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

parts • service • leasing available

info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au

Synteko Pty Ltd.
Call: 02 9406 8100

www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

Your new skills can also save 
you money from avoiding costly 
mistakes. So invest in yourself and 
your business today. 
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FEBRUARY...

20 Feb What your sales sta need to know 
about timber flooring workshop WA

26 Feb Timber Floor Expansion Webinar

27 Feb Victorian Golf Day

MARCH...

11 March Trade Event Auckland NZ

20 March What your sales sta need to 
know about timber flooring workshop SA

26 March Business Development Webinar

30 March Floor Preparation Workshop ½ day ACT

31 March ACT Forum

APRIL...

13 April Business Compliance Workshop ½ day Qld

14/15 April Assessing Timber Floor Performance WA

21/22 April New Techniques Program Qld

30 April Floor Preparation ½ day Qld

MAY...

6 May Vic Forum

14 May Coatings Do’s and Don’ts Webinar

22 May What your sales sta need to know 
about timber flooring workshop Qld

25 – 29 May North Qld major centres 
meetings with David Hayward

28 May Floor Preparation ½ day workshop WA

JUNE...

2 June SA Forum

3/ 4 June Assessing Timber Floor Performance SA

18 June Customer Relations Webinar

JULY...

16-19 July Flooring and Finishes Expo Vic

16/17 July What your sales sta need to know 
about timber flooring workshop (split) Vic

18 July ATFA Australian Dinner and Awards Night Vic

Probationary periods... 
myth vs fact

ir talk with Emma Watt

This information is relevant for 
all private sector employers in 
Australia except for sole traders and 
partnerships in Western Australia.

MYTH: Probationary employees are exempt from 
Fair Work Act (FW Act) unfair dismissal laws.
Under previous employment legislation, an employee 
who was dismissed while on a probationary period 
couldn’t make an unfair dismissal claim. Since the 
commencement of Work Choices in 2006, whether or 
not an employee was on a probationary period set in a 
contract has been irrelevant for determining whether an 
employee had access to the unfair dismissal jurisdiction.

Instead, an employee must have served a “minimum 
employment period” to be eligible to make an unfair 
dismissal claim. This minimum employment period 
is six months, or for an employee of a business 
with fewer than 15 employees, twelve months.

MYTH: I don’t have to give a probationary 
employee any notice of termination.
I often see contracts that state that an employer is not 
required to give a probationary employee any notice, 
or the notice required is one day. These contracts are 
not enforceable on that point. The notice period in 
the National Employment Standards (NES) applies 
to every employee in Australia. The NES override the 
provisions of a written contract if the contract is less 
bene�cial to the employee. The NES requires that a full 
time or part time employee with less than 12 months’ 
service be given one week’s notice, or one week’s pay 
in lieu of notice. This includes probationary employees 
– so the minimum notice would be one week even for 
someone who’s been with you for only a few weeks.

Another key point on notice of termination is that the NES 
requires that it must be given to the employee in writing. 

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium 
sized businesses in the timber and furnishing 
industries. She o�ers ATFA members two free 
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712   Mobile 0411 708 073 
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au

Timber Floors on the Web
1. Checkvault
www.checkvault.com.au/atfa
Checkvault creates a 
secure payment process for 
contractors to ensure they 
get payment from clients, 
via an escrow arrangement.

2. EstimateOne
www.estimateone.com
It seems to be a very good 
new site for various jobs 
Australia wide up for tender. 
Members can specify and be 
notified of timber flooring jobs.
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“We’ll all be rooned 
 said Hanrahan”By Paul Kiely

For those of you who may be 
unaware, I am a big fan of poetry, 
particularly Australian poetry which 
I think captures the spirit of our 
country and our heritage. I am in 
awe by the magni�cence of pieces 
like Banjo Paterson’s “The Man from 
Snowy River”, or the sole stirring 
words of Dorothea Mackellar’s “My 
Country”, simply marvellous.

Getting back to Hanrahan the eternal 
pessimist in bush poet John O’Brian’s 
(aka Fr Patrick Hartigan) 1921 
creation “Said Hanrahan”, well he 
was always focused on the negatives 
around him predicting doom, gloom 
and ruination at every turn. I have a 
point here and if you’ll indulge me 
somewhat I am working towards it.

It is inherently easier to be a pessimist. 
Optimism carries an element of risk 
and risk factors invariably generate 
anxiety often accompanied by sleepless 
nights. But of course if we were all 
like Hanrahan, Australia would be a 
very different place and whilst the ever 
present Hanrahan in�uence in most 
of us requires cautious manoeuvring 
at times, I think Australians are 
overwhelmingly positive thinkers willing 
to have a go as demonstrated so many 
times by so many of those before us.

Notwithstanding, and despite the 
background of a decade long industry 
expansion where based on ATFA 
research, the market share that timber 
claims from the �oorcovering pie 
now sits at a whopping 25 per cent 
and valued at around $2 billion, 
there appears to be a signi�cant 
level of pessimism about the place.

A common theme associated with 
some of the discontent is decreasing 
margins. I’m often reminded that rates 
for some aspects of timber �ooring 
installations are the same today as they 
were a decade ago whilst material and 

operating costs constantly increase. 
So what’s going on here? Did we 
charge too much 10 years ago or 
has competition got out of hand?

I think I know your answer and I 
have been saying for some time that 
when the risk factors associated 
with the services offered are 
considered, we don’t appear to be 
suf�ciently renumerated. From my 
observations and despite the bigger 
pie, cost cutting �ltering down 
from government and corporate 
Australia post GFC has become 
a national trend forcing everyone 
to become leaner and meaner. 

So to cut to the chase, are low margins 
going to be the new paradigm for the 
foreseeable future or can we reverse 
the trend and put a bit of cream on top 
of the pie? Ok assuming the answer is 
“yes we can,” what are the options? 
The power of prayer perhaps? Do 
nothing and hope for the best? What 
about setting benchmark rates and 
refusing to negotiate under them? 
If that sounds a bit radical or dare 
I say “risky”, we better �nd a way 
to adjust to a new norm or perish 
the thought, Hanrahan could be 
right and we’ll all be rooned? 

HOWARD SAWMILL
From Sustainable Forest to 
Finely Finished Products.
Specialising in Quality Kiln Dried Queensland 
Hardwoods, T&G Flooring, Cladding & Decking.

PHONE 07 4129 4976
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For more info on Fourteen please contact us or visit the website...

Phone: +61(2) 6621 9886    Email: hardwood@hurfords.com.au

Website: www.hardwood.com.au

The hardwood secret nail wide board �ooring, 
with outstanding performance & easy installation.

Hurford Hardwood has developed “Fourteen” for people who love the look of wide hardwood boards 
but don’t want the traditional top-nail appearance in their  oor. Available in two sizes, 130mm x 14mm 
and 180mm x 14mm and board lengths range from 0.6m to 4.5m.

Fourteen is available in a wide variety of species and grades, which insures it’s broad enough to 
complement any design requirement. The Fourteen series is straight lined before pro�ling to produce 
a straight,  at  oor that is easier and quicker to install, Hurford Hardwood guarantees it.
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